
ERASMUS DAYS TO BE CELEBRATED 
 

WHERE?  WORLDWIDE AND AT VETUNI TOO! 

HOW?  OUTDOOR ENJOYING GREEN PARTS OF VETUNI CAMPUS 

AND BUILDING IMMUNE SYSTEMS, HAVING FUN AND MAKING NEW FRIENDS 

WHEN?  ON FRIDAY OCTOBER 15, 2021 from 12 to 4 pm? 

WHO TO COME?  EVERYONE, i.e. ALL STUDENTS, TEACHERS, FRIENDS AND FANS 

OF VETUNI, FAMILIES, YES YOUR KIDS AND PETS ARE WELCOME – ERASMUS LOVES PEOPLE ! 

WHAT TO BRING?  YOUR TEA CUP IS NEEDED TO SIP GREAT TEA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



RED = START of this event is on Friday OCTOBER 15 between noon and 4 p.m.  

at the UNIVERSITY OF VETERINARY SCIENCES next to the MAP, close to the gate  

and your decision to celebrate LIFE  

is vital – you can combine pleasures  

building your immune system,  

walking, drinking herbal tea plus 

enjoying having fun OUTDOOR 

BLUE = Erasmus guidance so offer  

your company to any visitor and  

show them the beautiful parts of 

our campus; help them make a 

great picture and instal it on FB 

GREEN = we can minimize litter,  

i.e. bring your own TEA CUP for 

sipping lovely TEA either cold or hot     

YELLOW = yes, you deserve a GIFT; 

we have a small rewardd for the first 

500 participants, be one of those! 
 

ERASMUS was a Dutch philosopher (a person in love wtih wisdom) who 

lived from 1466 to 1536; some called him Roterodamus although he 

himself adopted name Desiderius (full of passion). He used to be named 

"Prince of the Humanists", and his works (written both on church subjects 

and on topics of genereal human interest) were able to raise many 

influential questions. He was neither bored nor boring, he always had his 

own point of view and his special approach (middle-road or else via media) 

disappointed, and even angered scholars in both camps. He loved 

disputations and praised controversies of all kind for they decorate our life.  


